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Option 1 of 4 Exhibition Cupboard

Website Ref: EXCUP1

Perfect Secure Exhibition Event product......

Clients wanting a storage unit that can be locked and possible advertising material

also used upon it and finally internal shelving. This Exhibition Cupboard is compact

highly mobile and a practical storage solution for exhibition stands. 

The frame is made from square aluminium profiles (silver anodised) and blue 8 mm thick plastic

panels slotted into the grooves of the profiles

1. Includes 4 castors, 2 of which are lockable

2. Includes 2 lockable doors

3. Posters / Advertising can be added 

4. Posters - recommend - Adhesive vinyl's

5. Posters - ask us for a quote - 0845 1080047

Overall Size = H2100 x W1115 x D1115mm

Can be assembled within 30 mins

Clients can either assemble and leave assembled or erected as and when required

Storage proves very easy when collapsed

Castors make this unit simple to move between events and when sited just lock down the castors

Castors are simply locked when sited, just clip to lock and unclip to unlock

Poster / Adhesive Vinyl's can also be created

Tel: 0845 1080047 If required
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Option 2 of 4 Exhibition Cupboard (Large)

Website Ref: EXCUP2

Clients wanting a storage unit that can be locked, assembled easily, plus be able to add graphic

panels and when not required simply collapses for easy transportation...this is it.......

Overall = H2100mm x W890mm x D1115mm

We offer two versions of this display - hardware only and hardware with full graphic panels

Option 1: Hardware only - supplied as picture (prices shown on website listing)

Option 2: Hardware + *Full Graphic Printing - further details below:

*Full Graphic Printing:

Graphic Printing will allow the exhibition cupboard to be practical for use plus create a dramatic

advertisement for your business i.e. storage cupboard with promotional display qualities

1. We will arrange for the design and printing of these graphics

2. We will print and attach mag tape to the rear of each graphic print

3. We will add steel tape to the frame work

4. When added to the frame, they can be magnetised to allow quick on-and-off connection

5. When added the display will look very stunning + allow quick assembly + removal

1. Graphics - Two (2)x H2100mm x W740mm (approx)

2. Graphics - Two (2)x H2100mm x W150mm (approx)

3. Graphics - One (1)x H2100mm x W740mm (approx)

4. Graphics - One (1)x H2000mm x W740mm (approx)

Can be assembled within 30 mins
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Option 3 of 4 Exhibition Cupboard (Small)

Website Ref: EXCUP3

Clients wanting a lower storage unit that can be locked from both sides, assembled easily, be 

able to add graphic panels plus when not required simply collapses for easy transportation...

Overall = H1115mm x W1145mm x D1145mm

We offer two versions of this display - hardware only and hardware with full graphic panels

Option 1: Hardware only - supplied as picture (prices shown on website listing)

Option 2: Hardware + *Full Graphic Printing - further details below:

*Full Graphic Printing:

Graphic Printing will allow the exhibition cupboard to be practical for use plus create a dramatic

advertisement for your business i.e. storage cupboard with promotional display qualities

1. We will arrange for the design and printing of these graphics

2. We will print and attach mag tape to the rear of each graphic print

3. We will add steel tape to the frame work

4. When added to the frame, they can be magnetised to allow quick on-and-off connection

5. When added the display will look very stunning + allow quick assembly + removal

1. Graphics - Four (4)x H1115mm x W445mm (approx)

2. Graphics - Two (2)x H1115mm x W965mm (approx)

Can be assembled within 30 mins
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Option 4 of 4 Exhibition Cupboard (Single Sided)

Website Ref: EXCUP4

Clients wanting a lower storage unit that has a hinged lockable door, assembled easily, be able to 

add graphic panels plus when not required simply collapses for easy transportation...

Overall = H000mm x W1000mm x D500mm

We offer two versions of this display - hardware only and hardware with full graphic panels

Option 1: Hardware only - supplied as picture (prices shown on website listing)

Option 2: Hardware + *Full Graphic Printing - further details below:

*Full Graphic Printing:

Graphic Printing will allow the exhibition cupboard to be practical for use plus create a dramatic

advertisement for your business i.e. storage cupboard with promotional display qualities

1. We will arrange for the design and printing of these graphics

2. We will print and attach mag tape to the rear of each graphic print

3. We will add steel tape to the frame work

4. When added to the frame, they can be magnetised to allow quick on-and-off connection

5. When added the display will look very stunning + allow quick assembly + removal

1. Graphics - Two (2)x H965mm x W460mm (approx)

2. Graphics - One (1)x H965mm x W965mm (approx)

3. Graphics - One (1)x H866mm x W879mm (approx)

Can be assembled within 30 mins
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